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Dear Friends,
For almost 100 years, Stewart Seeds has delivered on-farm solutions and
personalized service to help you achieve your goals. We have built this partnership
with you based on recommending the best products for your farm and knowing you,
not only on a business level, but a personal one, too. At Stewart Seeds, we are only
successful when you are.
Our commitment to providing you with the latest in industry-leading genetics and
technology continues to be the cornerstone of our Stewart Seeds business. Products
for your farm are selected from local research with proven field performance.
Through our Stewart Seeds Agronomy in Motion™ program, we focus on helping
you maximize your seed purchase with outstanding service so that you can farm
confidently.
Year after year, we keep your best interest in mind with our new product offerings
that fit your farm and add profit potential to your operation.
We’re proud to be your seed brand and partner. Thank you for your business!
Warm regards,

The Stewart Seeds Team
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Stewart Seeds not only offers the latest in corn and soybean seed, but we also
provide the knowledge, research, and experience to help you maximize that seed
investment.
We have technical agronomists on staff— each an expert in a specific service area.
They can provide you insect, weed and disease reports, as well as management
recommendations, because they monitor your specific county.
Agronomy In Motion (AIM) is our local research program focused on Indiana, Ohio
and Kentucky. Through AIM, we’re committed to:

1.

BUILDING YOUR PLAN
We listen to your needs and match our local knowledge of our products
produced through local breeding efforts and research to produce
personalized product placement recommendations.

2.

AIM SOLUTIONS NETWORK
Our AIM Solutions Network of close to 120 farmer- cooperators across
Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky provides insight into better agronomic
decisions that can help your profitability. We bring you local, replicated
results that are close to home, which is important to you and your success.

3.

GIVING YOU INSIGHT
We strive to provide you with relevant and timely product and agronomic
information for your specific area. We do this through agronomic
electronic newsletters, AIM meetings and personal, on-farm visits so you
have the most up-to-date information available.
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Testing for High-Performing Seed
Through the AIM program, Stewart Seeds conducts research throughout your region. That
way you know how products perform and how farm management practices work in soils
and environments like yours
2017 STEWART SEEDS TESTING LOCATIONS

TM
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Stewart Seeds Technical Agronomist
Stewart Seeds has three agronomists on staff– each an expert in a specific service so
we can make local recommendations for your fields.

BRIAN DENNING
Southern Indiana and Kentucky
(812) 455-7346
brian.denning@stewartseeds.com

Stewart Seeds is a family-oriented brand, and this is reflected
in our approach to your farm. We connect with multiple
generations and listen to all involved in the operation in order
to achieve success all season long.

JUSTIN PETROSINO
Northeastern Indiana and Northern Ohio
(419) 681-3427
justin.petrosino@stewartseeds.com

In collaboration with our breeders, field advancement specialists
and product managers, we make sure to have the right products
for our region. Through our AIM Agronomy Solutions Network,
we research what management techniques can help deliver more
yield to our region.
TREVOR PERKINS
Southeastern Indiana, Southern Ohio, and Eastern Kentucky
(260) 336-4081
trevor.perkins@stewartseeds.com

At Stewart Seeds, we strive to deliver solutions that fit both
our local markets and growing environments. Our team helps
you all season long, beginning with a strong start driven by
expert recommendations and leading to a successful yield.
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We are pleased to present the 2017 results of our AIM research testing. At sites throughout
Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky, we tested our products and the agronomic concepts that you
deemed most important to your area. We listened to what you thought were agronomic
practices that could make an impact on your farm and we tested them in replicated trials
(in most cases) to deliver concise, meaningful results you can trust.
It’s important to all of us that we test our products and agronomic concepts in your local
environments instead of a few large mega sites like some companies. Our area has too
many different growing environments and soil types to rely on just a few sites to provide
reliable results. This is the driver behind the network of farmer cooperators— like yourself
or your neighbor— that we call the AIM Solutions Network. Most of the tests you see in
this book are all large, field-scale tests performed with equipment like yours in the same
fashion you would employ these practices on your farm. We also use small plot, replicated
sites where it is not practical to conduct more elaborate testing with conventional farm
equipment. We thank all our cooperators for their hard work and hope as you build your
plan for 2018, this information is valuable to you and your operation.

TM
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100 Years of Corn Breeding
and Agronomics
2018 marks the 100-year anniversary of Stewart Seeds founding by Arthur Stewart. Stewart
Seeds has survived and flourished over the last 100 years by keeping our customers at the
center of our decisions and by adopting the newest technologies to improve our products.
Whether it was the early adoption of hybrid seed corn in the 1930s or the newest transgenic
trait stack for herbicide tolerance in soybean, Stewart Seeds is always looking for the next
technology that will help our customers achieve their goals. To celebrate this milestone, the
AIM Agronomy Team worked with one of our district sales managers to recreate some of
the best-selling products from our past. In this study, we compare three generations of corn
products under period management styles to see what the yield gain over the last century has
been. Products were selected to represent the early open pollinated era (Reid’s Yellow Dent),
the late 1970s to early 1980s (Stewart SX57 Brand), and modern production (10SS457 Brand).

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• Reid’s Yellow Dent was seeded at 18,000 seeds/A, SX57 Brand was seeded at 22,000
seeds/A, 10SS457 Brand was seeded at 34,500 seeds/A on May 24, 2017
• Early season rainfall prevented the manure application intended for the fertility of the Reid’s
Yellow Dent trial, as a result commercial fertilizer was utilized to mimic the nutrient content of
cattle manure
• Nitrogen was applied preplant for the Reid’s Yellow Dent (RYD) and SX57 trials and
sidedressed for the 10SS457 Brand at rates of 110 lbs N/A, 220 lbs N/A, and 180 lbs N/A
respectively
• Nitrogen rates were determined from period agronomic publications and the modern rate
was developed utilizing the Climate FieldView™ Nitrogen Monitoring tool
• The RYD treatment received preplant tillage and cultivation for weed management.
The SX57 Brand treatment received an early-POST application of Harness Xtra, and the
10SS457 Brand treatment received an early-POST application of Harness® MAX + Roundup
PowerMAX® Herbicide
• Treatments were harvested with a small plot combine which weighed the center two rows of
each treatment and collected moisture data. Data was analyzed through an ANOVA

Era

Product

Yield

Moisture

Modern

10SS457 Brand

137.4 a

22.8 b

1970s

SX57 Brand

110.8 b

28.9 a

1918

RYD

57.4 c

30.6 a

TABLE 1.
Yield and moisture results from 2017 field trials comparing historic products
and management practices to a modern product and agronomic practices.
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2A

2B

2C

FIGURE 1.
Reid’s Yellow Dent during grainfill (1A) and at harvest. (2A). Stewart Seeds SX57 Brand at grainfill (1B) and
harvest (2B). Stewart Seeds 10SS457 Brand at grainfill (1C) and harvest.practices to a modern product
and agronomic practices (2C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 2017 growing season at Perrysburg, OH was full of extremes. Early season conditions saw
delayed planting due to heavy rainfall and cold temperatures. Rainfall continued to be heavy
until July when a drought set in. This greatly impacted yields in the trial.
In the first rep of the trial, water sat during heavy rainfall and combined with late season
drought lead to the lowest yields. Under heavy stress RYD only averaged 20.5 Bu/A. SX57
Brand yielded 74.8 Bu/A and the modern 10SS457 Brand yielded 124.3 Bu/A. The third rep had
the best drainage early on and resulted in the highest yields in the trial. RYD topped out at a
whopping 83.5 Bu/A, SX57 Brand yielded 120.8 Bu/A, and the modern 10SS457 Brand yielded
146.4. The averages for the reps can be seen in Table 1. According to the statistical analysis the
modern 10SS457 Brand significantly out yielded both historical products. Keep an eye out for
more historical trials and products in the 2018 growing season, we’ve got big plans!!
TM
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Corn Nitrogen Rate
by Products
Prior research by the AIM Solutions Network has shown products vary in their ability to
efficiently utilize nitrogen. In our northern geography 8E623RIB Brand Blend and 8A305RIB
Brand Blend are 113 RM corn brand blends that provide similar yield but vary in drydown and
late season agronomics. Previous work with 8E623RIB Brand Blend showed it was efficient in
its utilization of nitrogen. Field observations indicated that 8A305RIB Brand Blend might not
be as efficient with nitrogen utilization as 8E623RIB Brand Blend. A study was undertaken
near Perrysburg, OH to study the nitrogen use efficiency of 8A305RIB Brand Blend compared
to 8E623RIB Brand Blend.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• 8A305RIB Brand Blend and 8E623RIB Brand Blend were planted in a replicated strip trial
on May 20, 2017
• Three nitrogen rates were replicated three times in the product strips (130 lbs/A, 180
lbs/A, 220 lbs/A)
• 5 lbs of nitrogen was applied as a pop-up starter in row, the balance was applied as 28 %
UAN by knife at V6
• Plots were harvested and yield data was analyzed through an ANOVA

A
159

130

123

123

80

163

B

120

155

160

YIELD RESPONSE OF 8A305RIB BRAND BLEND AND
8E623RIB BRAND BLEND TO NITROGEN RATE
A
B
A
B

40
0

130

180

220

130

180

220

8A305RIB
Brand Blend

8A305RIB
Brand Blend

8A305RIB
Brand Blend

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

TABLE 1.
8A305RIB Brand Blend achieved peak yield at the 180 lb/A rate and 8E623RIB achieved peak yield at the 220 lb/A
nitrogen rate. Yield differences were significant at the P = 0.005 level. Data points labeled with the same letter are
not statistically different than each other.
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DETAILS OBSERVED
• Nitrogen was applied by pop-up (5 lbs/A) at planting and at sidedress (V6) to fertilize 130
lb/A, 180 lb/A, and 220 lb/A of nitrogen
• The experiment was conducted at one location and replicated for statistical analysis
• 8A305RIB Brand Blend achieved peak yield at the 180 lb/A rate while 8E623RIB Brand
Blend achieved peak yield at the 220 lb/A rate
• This project shows that nitrogen utilization varies by product and previous research by the
Aim Solutions Network shows that nitrogen utilization may vary by product by environment
• The AIM Solutions Network will continue to research nitrogen utilization by product across
year’s and geographies to help elucidate this relationship

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2

8E623RIB Brand Blend at
220 lb/A Nitrogen Rate

8A305RIB Brand Blend at
220 lb/A Nitrogen Rate

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Perrysburg site saw heavy rainfall early in the season. From planting to July 10, 2017, 10.48
inches of rainfall data were collected. The remainder of the growing season, until physiological
maturity, only saw 4.01 inches of rainfall. Nitrogen loss was likely minimal as the bulk of the
nitrogen was applied on June 13, 2017 after much of the early rainfall. Climate FieldView™ Nitrogen
Management Tool did not register any major nitrogen loss and showed adequate nitrogen with
the 180 and 220 lb/A nitrogen rates to reach 180 Bu/A.
Each product responded differently to the nitrogen rates. 8A305RIB Brand Blend reached peak
yield at the 180 lb/A N rate. The 220 lb/A N rate for 8A305RIB Brand Blend was numerically
higher but was not statistically different than the 180 lb/A rate. 8E623RIB Brand Blend did not
reach peak yield until the 220 lb/A rate.
Field observations with these products generally indicated that 8A305RIB Brand Blend would
be the less efficient user of nitrogen, contrary to what was observed in this trial. Previous work
with 8E623RIB Brand Blend in the 2015 season showed it was more efficient when compared
to other products like 8E663RIB Brand Blend. Since this is a single location study under unique
environmental conditions broader conclusions of the nitrogen use efficiency of 8A305RIB
Brand Blend and 8E623RIB Brand Blend cannot be made. This study indicates that nitrogen
use efficiency of a product will vary based on specific environmental conditions. Further
study is needed to elucidate how a product will respond to nitrogen rate under different
environmental conditions. This study will be replicated in the 2018 growing season to see how
that growing season impacts utilization. More work is also being undertaken to understand
how all Stewart Seeds Brand Blends respond to nitrogen rate.
11
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Corn Planting
Date Demonstration
Corn planting date is a widely researched topic. Decades of University research proved the
ideal planting date range is typically between the last week of April and the first week of
May. This can vary depending on geography. Key influencers of the decision to plant also
include soil temperature at planting depth, soil moisture, prevailing weather pattern for up
to two weeks after planting, and calendar date. This demonstration is not a research trial
as it was not replicated and was conducted at only one site. However, the narrative of this
demonstration can be beneficial in making the decision to plant or not to plant.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• 5E253RIB was planted on February 23, 2017, April 18, 2017, April 27, 2017, April 28, 2017, and
May 20, 2017 at 34,500 seeds/A
• Dates were selected for various soil temperatures and weather conditions
• This demonstration was paired with a Facebook Live series on making the decision to plant
available for viewing at the Stewart Seeds Facebook Page
• Do not use the yield data in this demonstration to determine a planting date, as the data is
too limited

Planting Date

Harvest
Pop

Yield

Stalk
Breakage

February 23, 2017

4500

42.6

0

April 18, 2017

31800

132.8

1

April 27, 2017

33000

126.9

16

April 28, 2017

32500

117.9

18

May 20,2017

34500

131.6

7

TABLE 1.
Planting Date, Harvest Population, Yield, and Stalk Breakage as recorded on Wednesday October 15th at harvest.
Stalk breakage refers to stalks breaking when pushed for the tassel to touch the next row.
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FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2

Corn planted on February 23, 2017
photographed August 29, 2017

Corn planted on May 20, 2017
photographed August 29, 2017

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
• The first planting date of February 23, 2017 was far outside of the normal planting
window. An unusual warming trend occurred in February at the Perrsyburg, OH site. Air
temperatures reached highs in the 70s and soil temperatures were in the 50s. Soil moisture
was near ideal. However, after that initial warm weather, February temperatures returned to
normal. The result was a total emerged population of 4,500 plants/A.
• The April 18th planting date occurred in an early window where soil moisture and
temperature conditions were marginal but acceptable. The following week had
temperatures and soil moisture conditions that were ideal for germination and resulted in an
emerged stand of 31,800 plants/A.
• The April 27 and 28th planting dates were selected to simulate racing the storm and
planting before harsh conditions. Temperature and moisture conditions were ideal the day
of planting but a storm was forecasted for the evening of the 28th along with two weeks of
cold and wet weather. Severely cold and wet weather the following weeks lead to infections
of Fusarium crown rot and Anthracnose stalk rot. Uneven emergence was also observed in
these two planting dates. Yield was lower compared to all other but the February planting
dates and stalk breakage was markedly higher.
• The May 20th planting date had the most ideal temperature and soil moisture conditions. It
had the highest emerged population of 34,500 plants/A. The yields were low but equal to
the April 18th planting date.
• When making the decision to plant, it is imperative to look at both the current conditions as
well as the forecast for the coming week. Avoid planting if low temperatures will be in
the low 40s or high 30s, if heavy rainfall is expected, or if soil conditions are not right to
plant. Visit our Facebook page for up to the minute information on planting decisions in
the spring!
13
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2017 Corn Nitrogen
Utilization Study
PURPOSE
Identify nitrogen rates that give the best net return. Investigate the usefulness of variable
rate nitrogen.

LOCATIONS

PLANTING
DATES

PRODUCTS

PREVIOUS
CROPS

TILLAGE

Clinton County, OH
Franklin County, IN
Clay County, IN

April 18, 2017
April 25, 2017
April 15, 2017

S660 Brand, S750 Brand
8E663RIB Brand Blend
17DP387 Brand

Soybeans
Soybeans
Soybeans

Conventional
Conventional
No-Till

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• All sites replicated minimum of 3X
• Rates tested were based on Static Grower Rate as check and Climate FieldView™
recommended rate (plus 20-35 lbs N/A as buffer)
• At Clinton County and Franklin County sites, Climate FieldView™ recommended rates (plus
buffer) were incorporated into variable rate sidedress prescriptions
• At Clinton County site an NDVI based variable rate prescription was also utilized as
competition
• Yields were weighed with either a calibrated weigh wagon or yield monitor

Results

Average Yield (Bu/A)

Average Total N
(lbs/A)

Average Moisture
(%)

Average Revenue
(Income/A)

Climate N

266.2

220

20.8

$779.48

Grower Rate

258.5

181

20.8

$768.68

TABLE 1.
Summary of Clay & Franklin County Results, NS @ 0.05 significance level.

DETAILS OBSERVED
• Yield levels were high across site locations and response to additional nitrogen was
relatively consistent. All three sites were planted early for the year and did experience
at least brief periods of stress due to wetness. At both the Clay County and the Franklin
County sites yield increase for management with additional nitrogen or variable rate
placement of nitrogen was either small or somewhat erratic and results were not
significantly different among treatments. Average yields at Clay County and Franklin
County sites were 272 and 254 Bu/A it’s likely that mineralization out of soil organic matter
diminished differences among nitrogen treatments at these sites.
• At the Clinton County site, conditions were also ideal for mineralization of soil nitrogen,
but ill-timed rains kept soil nitrogen levels suppressed (tracked with PSNT samples), and
allowed for more response to nitrogen management.
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Treatment

Yield

Total N

Total Cost of N

Revenue/A

Static S660 32,000

230

Climate VRT S750 32,000

226

a

187

$69.66

c

$677.89

a

a

182

$67.74

b

$665.67

ab

Static S750 32,000

225

a

187

$69.66

c

$662.05

ab

Climate VRT S660 32,000

223

ab

182

$67.74

b

$656.12

abc

Static S750 26,000

221

abc

187

$69.66

c

$647.72

bc

Climate VRT S750 26,000

220

abc

182

$67.74

b

$646.68

bc

NDVI VRT S660 32,000

214

bc

142

$51.73

a

$643.94

bc

NDVI VRT S750 32,000

211

cd

142

$51.73

a

$633.59

c

NDVI VRT S750 26,000

203

d

142

$51.73

a

$608.59

d

TABLE 2
Clinton County Results also include a
population component – interestingly, planting
6,000 fewer seeds/A while keeping nitrogen
levels somewhat normal seemed to impact
yield less than when similar money was cut
from the nitrogen program.
FIGURE 1
A look over the top of the Clinton County
nitrogen study on July 3rd.

SUMMARY
• Economic calculations were carried out using $3.25/bushel, $0.45/lb N from Urea, $0.40/
lb N from 28% UAN, and $0.35/lb N from Anhydrous Ammonia. Moistures were not
significantly different amongst treatments at any location and additional drying costs are
excluded.
• Yield levels were mostly on the upper end of the spectrum with an average across sites of
248 Bu/A. Yield averages for individual sites ranged from 219.1 to 272.4 Bu/A.
• At the Clay County site, adding 45 lbs N/A (increasing from 179 to 224 lbs N/A) at the
recommendation of the Climate FieldView™ Nitrogen Management tool resulted in a
numerical increase in net profit of $18.38.
• At the Franklin County site, increased management (whether adding 34 lbs N/A or
performing variable rate application) did pay for itself even at a site where overall
differences were suppressed.
• The Clinton County site had a wider range of applied nitrogen rates and at a very simple
level shows that drastic cuts to a nitrogen program are not good.
• Also, the Clinton County site starts to hint at the answer to the age-old question: “should I
let the plant or the soil dictate how much nitrogen I put on and when?”
RECOMMENDATIONS
• In 2017, management of nitrogen was significantly responsive at one site, while showing only
numerical increase at two other high yielding sites.
• Weather patterns dictate much of the response to our nitrogen management, but good
nitrogen management can help balance the year to year variability.
• Our data seems to indicate there’s no substitute for good historical yield data when
starting to write variable rate Nitrogen prescriptions. Don’t guess or try to compose
rates based on what the crop looks like – start collecting high quality spatial data with
the Climate FieldView™ platform today!
15
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2017 Corn Fungicide
Response Study
PURPOSE
Identify most profitable timing for fungicide application across multiple locations and
environments.

LOCATIONS

PLANTING DATES

PRODUCTS

PREVIOUS CROPS

Daviess County, IN
Clinton County, OH
Decatur County, IN

April 16, 2017
May 18, 2017
June 1, 2017

8E623RIB Brand Blend
S590 Brand
8E663RIB Brand Blend

Soybeans
Soybeans
Soybeans

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• All sites replicated minimum of 3 times
• 8 oz of Delaro™ Fungicide applied at VT/R1 or R2 (brown silk) with a commercial sprayer
• Yields were weighed with either a calibrated weigh wagon or yield monitor

Treatment

Yield Bu/A

Moisture

Revenue/A

Control – No Fungicide

197.8

21.1

$ 605.04

VT/R1 Treatment

213.2

21.9

$ 615.84

R2 (brown silk)

203.6

21.9

$ 587.27

TABLE 1
*Revenue calculated using $3.25/bu corn price, $30/A fungicide/
Application cost and $.03/pt drying cost to 15% moisture.

ADVANTAGE V UNTREATED (BU/A)
15.4

VT/R1

5.8

R2

0

16

5

10

15

20

DETAILS OBSERVED
• Southern Rust was observed at all sites with heaviest pressure at the Decatur County site.
The Daviess County site had moderate pressure while the Clinton County, OH site did not
see pressure until well into grainfill. Gray leaf spot (GLS) pressure was moderate at all sites.
• The three products used had varying degrees of tolerance to Southern Rust with the
8E663RIB Brand Blend having the lowest tolerance and the 8E623RIB Brand Blend having
the highest tolerance. S590 would be considered intermediate in tolerance. In contrast,
8E623RIB Brand Blend has lower tolerance to GLS while the 8E663RIB Brand Blend has
good tolerance to GLS.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

VT Application August 25, 2017

R2 Application August 25, 2017

SUMMARY
• Yield levels varied across all locations with an average of 204.8 Bu/A. The average site yield
ranged from 284.8 to 166.0 Bu/A.
• The average response to the VT/R1 fungicide application was 15.4 Bu/A across all products
and sites while the R2 application averaged 5.8 Bu/A.
• The late planted site combined with a susceptible SR product showed the highest response
rate for both the VT/R1 and R2 application timings at 25.3 and 11 Bu/A respectively.
• The VT/R1 application timing averaged 9.6 Bu/A more than the R2 timing in this study.
• VT/R1 timing was profitable across all trials at these locations
• Individually, 2 of the 3 sites were profitable at the VT/R1 timing while just missing
profitability at the third site. Only 1 (Decatur Co) was profitable at the R2 timing in this
study.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• In 2017, VT/R1 application timings outyielded the R2 (brown silk) timing.
• VT/R1 application timings may prevent buildup of disease pressure earlier, thus reducing the
overall disease effect in the presence of Southern Rust
• Similar trials this year also supported the VT/R1 application
• A comprehensive plan of product choice and fungicide use can increase yield when
disease is present
17
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2017 Corn Fungicide
by Population
PURPOSE
Investigate any possible relationship between stress reduction capabilities of a fungicide
application and increasing plant density.

LOCATIONS

PLANTING
DATES

PRODUCTS

PREVIOUS
CROPS

TILLAGE

Vanderburgh
County, IN

May 15, 2017

8E623RIB Brand Blend
8E663RIB Brand Blend

Corn

Conventional

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• Each treatment replicated 3X in a randomized complete block strip trial design in field
length strips
• Two populations were planted: 34,000 and 40,000 plants/A.
• Delaro™ was applied at full tassel (VT) using an Avenger high clearance applicator at 8oz/A
to each population
• Yields were collected with a calibrated yield monitor Details Observed

DETAILS OBSERVED
• Growing conditions at this site were ideal with plentiful moisture and moderate
temperatures especially during grainfill. Emergence was excellent
• Southern Rust (SR) was the primary disease observed at this site while Gray leaf spot
was also present at lower levels and likely below threshold. The Southern Rust was first
observed in late July after the fungicide application. It then was slow to develop until late
August. At that point it aggressively moved up the plant.
• 8E663RIB Brand Blend is very susceptible to SR while 8E623RIB Brand Blend is more
resistant. 8E663RIB Brand Blend is considered less responsive to population than 8E623RIB
Brand Blend. Neither would be considered determinate type products.

REVENUE/A
8E623RIB Brand Blend

Treatment

YIELD/A

8E663RIB Brand Blend

34,000

40,000

34,000

40,000

Fungicide

$899.70

$864.10

$831.50

$820.30

Control

$844.50

$832.10

$701.10

$743.30
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8E623RIB Brand Blend

Treatment

Planted Population

8E663RIB Brand Blend

Planted Population
34,000

40,000

34,000

40,000

Fungicide

286.1

276.0

265.1

268.1

Control

259.8

262.5

228.6

235.2

FUNGICIDE RESPONSE
280
260
240
220
200
0

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

8E663RIB
Brand Blend

Control

261.2

225.5

Fungicide

281.1

266.6

TABLE 1
A corn price of $3.25/bu, fungicide application cost of $30/A
and a seed cost of $280/unit was used to determine revenue.

SUMMARY
• The average yield across all treatments was 258.6 bu/A.
• There was a negative effect in increasing population with the 8E623RIB Brand Blend
while the 8E663RIB Brand Blend increased yield with the higher population across both
treatments.
• The addition of the fungicide increased yield for both corn products substantially with the
8E663RIB Brand Blend adding 41.1 bu/A and 8E623RIB Brand Blend adding 19.9 bu/A across
both populations.
• Moisture increased for both products with fungicide adding 1.1 pts and 2.9 pts for the
8E623RIB Brand Blend and 8E663RIB Brand Blend respectively. This makes sense given the
differences in response and associated premature death of the 8E663RIB Brand Blend
• Little to no yield was added increasing the populations and adding a fungicide.
• The highest yielding combinations were 34K w/fungicide for the 8E623RIB Brand Blend
and 40K w/fungicide for the 8E663RIB Brand Blend. However, economically, the 34K w/
fungicide was most profitable due to the increased seed cost for the 40K.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• With a similar study conducted in 2016, there seems to be little support that at increased
populations, fungicides can reduce added stress to the plant.
• In the presence of Southern Rust, fungicides can significantly increase revenue depending
on product susceptibility, date of disease onset and planting date.
• Clearly understand your product disease strength and weakness along with population
responses.
TM
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2017 Soybean Fungicide
Response Study
PURPOSE
Identify most profitable timing for fungicide application across multiple locations and
environments.

LOCATIONS

PLANTING
DATES

PRODUCTS

PREVIOUS
CROPS

TILLAGE

Posey County, IN
Wood County, OH
Vanderburgh County, IN
Meade County, KY
Brown County, OH
Union County, IN

May 14, 2017
June 3, 2017
May 16, 2017
May 9, 2017
June 3, 2017
May 15, 2017

4113R2 Brand
Multiple
Multiple
4116R2X Brand
4216R2X Brand
3800R2 Brand

Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Soybean
Corn

Conventional
Conventional
Conventional
Notill
Notill
Notill

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• All sites replicated minimum of 3X
• 8 oz of Delaro™ Fungicide applied at approximately R3 with either research or commercial
sprayer
• Middles of each strip were harvested to prevent any “halo” fungicide effect. Brown County,
Union County, Wood County and Vanderburgh County sites were RCB design
• Yields were weighed with either a calibrated weigh wagon or yield monitor

FIGURE 1 Meade County, KY Site
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Treatment

Yield Bu/A

Revenue/A

Control – No Fungicide

69.1

$ 691.25

Fungicide Applied

74.3

$ 712.61

TABLE 1
*Revenue calculated using $10/bu soybean price, $30/A fungicide/Application cost

REVENUE/A
Control – No Fungicide

$691.25
$712.61

Fungicide Applied
$680

$685

$690

$695

$700

$705

$710

$715

x = Revenue/A

DETAILS OBSERVED
• Low disease pressure was observed at the Posey County, Vanderburgh County, and Wood
County sites while the Meade County, KY, Brown County, OH and Union County, IN site exhibited
moderately high Frogeye Leaf Spot pressure during seed fill. The Brown County site also
experienced other yield limiting diseases (White Mold) which contributed to lower yields
• While disease pressure was low, fungicide treated soybeans remained green longer and held
leaves slightly longer than untreated

SUMMARY
• Yield levels varied across all locations with an average of 71.1 Bu/A. The range was from
46.6 to 83.3 Bu/A
• The average response to fungicide application was 5.1 Bu/A across all products and sites
which resulted in a positive return on investment of $21.37/A*
• At low disease pressure sites, delayed senescence may have contributed to longer seed fill
which may have resulted in slightly higher yields

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Targeted use of fungicides can be an effective tool to increase yields in our area
• While profitable at 5 of 6 sites, fungicide use can also delay maturity and has resulted in
tougher cutting environments at times
• Evaluate product disease ratings and the current and future disease environment
to make the best decision on whether fungicide applications are
warranted
21
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Late Season
PPO Application
PURPOSE
In 2017 heavy rainfall in the spring and early summer lead to weedy messes in fields that
did not receive proper weed management in the fall and spring. By the time some of the
fields were sprayed for the second time, many herbicides including glyphosate, dicamba
and glufosinate were off label. Many coops and farmers utilized PPO inhibitor herbicides to
spray soybeans after R2 to control weeds like waterhemp and lambsquarters. These weeds
were too large to control at the time, but herbicide application may have limited seed
production. Many customers were concerned with crop response to PPO inhibitors applied
at this time and if yield loss would occur. To study this, a replicated research trial was
undertaken at Perrysburg, OH.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• Cobra® (lactofen) was applied at the R2 growth stage to soybeans according to the label
directions
• Notes were taken on crop response two and four weeks after application
• Plots were harvested with a Wintersteiger small plot combine on October 22, 2017
• Yields were subjected to an ANOVA to elucidate yield differences.

Yield Response to Late PPO Application
Cobra®

36.3 bu/A b

Control

40.5 bu/A a

LSD

3.3

TABLE 1
Yield response of soybean to late season PPO application
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FIGURES 1 AND 2
Crop response to late application of PPO inhibitor at Perrysburg, OH during the 2017 growing season

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Application of Cobra® at R2 resulted in crop response and yield loss at this location. Crop
response did not mimic the typical burn associated with a PPO herbicide application. Instead,
new foliar growth was malformed and more closely resembled growth regulator injury. Late
application of a PPO inhibitor resulted in a 4.2 bu/A (10.4 %) yield loss compared to the
control. In a weedy situation, this yield loss would be exacerbated by weed competition.
Next to this study was a residual herbicide study. At planting, three programs were applied
to determine the efficacy and safety of the residual herbicides. The three residual treatments
were Warrant® Herbicide + Metribuzin, Valor® XLT Soybean Herbicide, and Warrant® Ultra
Herbicide. These herbicides were tank mixed with Roundup PowerMAX® + XtendiMax® With
VaporGrip® Technology+ the required drift reduction agent and a water conditioner selected
from www.xtenidmaxapplicationrequirements.com. The result for all three treatments was
excellent control of problem weeds on the farm like common lambsquarters, barnyard grass,
waterhemp, common ragweed, and Pennsylvania smartweed. No yield loss was observed with
any of the PRE treatments.
For 2018 it is important to plan ahead to manage weeds in soybeans. If a fall herbicide
program or tillage was not undertaken, then a spring burndown is a critical step in starting
clean. Utilize a residual herbicide that is effective for the weeds on your farm, and do your
best to get a timely POST to control weeds at 4” in height. Contact your AIM Agronomist to
review your weed management plans for 2018.

TM
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2 Year Soybean
ILeVO® Study
PURPOSE
Evaluate yield benefit of ILeVO® + Acceleron® fungicide treated seed compared to seed
treated with only Acceleron® fungicide.

LOCATIONS

PLANTING DATES

PRODUCTS

Metamora, IN
Owensboro, KY
Seymour, IN
Harrison, OH
Union City, OH

May 31, 2017
May, 24, 2016
April 20, 2016
May 19, 2016
May 20, 2016

4113R2 Brand
3827R2X Brand
3213R2 Brand

METHODS AND MATERIALS
• Most sites replicated minimum of 2-3X/treatment
• ILeVO® fungicide was applied to seed via commercial seed treatment system
• Populations and other cultural practices varied by farm, but were identical across ILeVO® +/comparisons
• Yields were weighed with either a calibrated weigh wagon or yeild monitor
• Revenue calculations were made using 160,000 seed/A planting rate, $13/unit cost of
ILeVO®, and $10/bu soybean price

YIELD (BU/A)
a

60

63.0

REVENUE ($/A)
a

61.5

45

$615.52

$615.45

ILeVO®

Control

350

15

24

500
375

30

0

625

125

ILeVO®

Control

0

DETAILS OBSERVED
• Though Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS) has been present the last 2 years, severity has
been relatively low – likely due to early season saturation (Abdelsamad et al., 2017) and late
season moderation of rain (Leandro et al., 2013).
• At Seymour, IN on an irrigated sandy loam soil type planting date was early & SDS pressure
was high.

FIGURE 1
From 2016 Seymour, IN site. Passes with tan
coloration were not treated with ILeVO® and are
showing necrotic tissue on top leaves due to
Sudden Death Syndrome. (SDS)

FIGURE 2
From Seymour, IN site. Modified
NDVI map showing light green
stripes (lower modified NDVI) in the
untreated Control Passes.

SUMMARY
• Yield benefit for ILeVO® treatment was not significant for our 5 sites reporting data in 201617. More sites and continued testing will help us determine consistency of the apparent 1.5
bu/A advantage.
• At the Seymour, IN site ILeVO® averaged a positive response of 5.3 bu/A over the untreated
Control. In areas or fields with history of high SDS, ILeVO® may prove to be very worth the
investment.
• Under the moderate SDS pressures generally observed in 2016-17, ILeVO® advantage was
minimized. To help maximize yield benefit when using ILeVO®, use this product on acres
with histories of higher SDS and/or SCN pressure.

TM
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Southern Indiana and
Kentucky
BRIAN DENNING, CPAg TECHNICAL AGRONOMIST

AGRONOMIST
COMMENT

POPULATION RANGE

CORN-ON-CORN

WET SOILS

IRRIGATED

SAND

LOW YIELD

HIGH YIELD

RM

PRODUCTS

Southern Indiana and Kentucky are home to a wide range of soils and topogrophy which provides both opportunity
and challenges in placing corn and soybean genetics. As a result, Stewart Seeds dedicates a large portion of our
resouces to testing and characterizing our products in this region both pre and post commercially. We understand
the need for products that posses versatillity in both yield potential and stress tolerance which explains our continued
sales growth in this region. From river bottoms to silt loam timber soils and to the sandy soils pocketed throughout
the region, we know and understand the needs and tailor our products to fit those needs. Below are the best corn
choices for Southern Indiana and Kentucky.

109

30-35,000

Has shown dependable yields in an early, dry corn that does
well in wet conditions. Increase planting populations to help
maximize yield.

11DP718
Brand

111

30-35,000

This product has shown excellent top end yield with good
stalks and roots. Good kernel size potential that rewards good
management.

7E833RIB
Brand Blend

111

31-35,000

Good choice for soils with higher clay content that need excellent
cold weather emergence. Healthy plant with very good Gray Leaf
Spot tolerance.

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

112

30-35,000

Explosive yield potential across multiple soil types equals a
product that fits on a large percentage of acres. Best performance
is found when planting following prior year soybeans.

8E663RIB
Brand Blend

113

28-35,000

A combination of high top end and good stress yield potential in
a product that handles heat. Flexible ear response to populations.
Best fit is planted early. Need to manage Southern Rust if it occurs.

8E753RIB
Brand Blend

114

28-35,000

Another example of a versatile product that can excel in
productive and stress soils. Very healthy, leafy plant with
excellent grain quality.

15DP438
Brand

115

29-35,000

This product is for the moderate to stress type soils. Very good plant
health and integrity help withstand adverse weather conditions.

16DP117
Brand

116

28-35,000

Extreme top end yield potential for your productive acre that you
want to maximize yield. Good staygreen enables a good grain
fill finish.

17DP387
Brand

117

28-35,000

Outstanding all around product that fits in any yield environment
from very high to stress. Excellent stalks and roots will take it to
drydown along with very good foliar disease resistance.

7E224RIB
Brand Blend

Excellent Fit
With Management
Not Recommended
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Southeast Indiana, Southwest Ohio
and Eastern Kentucky
TREVOR PERKINS, CCA, TECHNICAL AGRONOMIST

AGRONOMIST
COMMENT

POPULATION RANGE

CORN-ON-CORN

WET SOILS

IRRIGATED

SAND

LOW YIELD

HIGH YIELD

RM

PRODUCTS

Southeast Indiana, Southern Ohio, and Eastern Kentucky compose a very diverse region. We test products on a wide
range of soils, topographies, and management strategies to aid in product placement – the clay loams of Jay county,
sandy loams of Western Shelby county; fertile flats in Rush and Northern Decatur; challenging flat, white silt loams
both east and west of Cincinnati, fertile riverbottom ground and upland acres in Eastern Kentucky. We’re proud to
offer a lineup of products engineered to tackle the many diverse situations that we put them up against.

10DP457
Brand

110

32-38,000

Great stalks and roots and foliar health mean this product could
stand through anything. Has shown great, stable yield across a
wide range of soil types and environments!

7E833RIB
Brand Blend

111

30-36,000

Stalks, disease package, excellent emergence – an excellent no-till
corn and as we move South it really likes average to tough ground.

11DP718
Brand

111

32-38,000

Has shown strong top-end yield and good movement across soil
types. With its rounded disease package and good staygreen this
111 day product has a nice fit in our geography.

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

112

30-38,000

Top end horsepower. Best planted on tilled acres and/or those
with reasonable drainage. With use of fungicide it can go corn
on corn.

8D503RIB
Brand Blend

113

30-36,000

Healthy product that handles wet feet and disease prone
environments. A great top end option for no-tillers!

8E663RIB
Brand Blend

113

28-36,000

Staple. Go anywhere product that picks up steam as it moves
South of I-70. Nice “flex” to ear and great grain quality.

8E563RIB
Brand Blend

114

30-38,000

Extremely healthy 114 that handles wet feet well and has
exceptional stalks and excellent grain quality.

8E753RIB
Brand Blend

114

26-36,000

A product that handles droughty soils, heat stress, and low
populations. Dense canopy with excellent foliar disease package.

15DP438
Brand

115

32-38,000

A product for tougher soils. Excellent drought tolerance, stalks,
and good Southern Rust resistance.

17DP387
Brand

117

26-38,000

An excellent full-season option with diverse background and well
rounded agronomics. Great performance across a wide range of
soils, management, and populations!

TM

Excellent Fit
With Management
Not Recommended
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Northern Ohio
and Indiana
JUSTIN PETROSINO, CCA, TECHNICAL AGRONOMIST

AGRONOMIST
COMMENT

POPULATION
RANGE

CORN-ON-CORN

WET FEET

MUCK

SAND

LOW YIELD

HIGH YIELD

SIMILAR
GENETICS
AVAILABLE AS

RM

PRODUCT

Norhtern Ohio and Indiana offers an environment that can vary drastically from one year to the next. The goal of our AIM Solutions
network is to research which products can handle this variability, and which agronomic practices can help you to increase your
profitablity. The corn products listed below are my recommendations for north of I70, east of I69 and west of I71! Each product has
shown adaptability to the wet springs, dry Augusts, and wild temperature swings we see year in and year out. Several products like
5E253RIB Brand Blend, 5A439RIB Brand Blend, 7A837RIB Brand Blend, and 8E623RIB Brand Blend have shown adaptability whether
they are on a sandy loam near Continental, OH, a heavy clay in Kenton, OH, or a productive silt loam near Fairmount, IN. Alongside
these great products are a range of products to fit your farms individual needs. I would put our Dealers and District Sales Managers up
against the best in the industry. They live and farm in your backyard and have the support of a fully staffed agronomy team!

30-36,000

Has shown excellent stress tolerance and can stand out on
high yield soils. Keep north of SR 30 in Ohio and SR224
Brand in Indiana!

28-34,000

Strong yield potential in a versatile package. Narrow ear
that can flex in length. Great product for Fusarium crown
rot acres.

28-34,000

Broadly adapted to soils and yield environments in
northern Ohio and Indiana. Exccellent drought tolerance in
both 2012 and 2016.

6A629RIB
Brand Blend

33-38,000

Potential for strong emergence, early-season vigor, and
very good standability at harvest. Increase populations to
maximize yield on better ground.

108

7A259RIB
Brand Blend,
S500 Brand

33-38,000

Rugged, fixed ear genetics for tougher acres. Available as
SmartStax® RIB Complete® corn blend, VT Double PRO®
corn products, and conventional.

08SS527
Brand

108

08DP527
Brand,
08CV527 Brand

30-36,000

Potential for high yield with proper management. Keep on
higher organic matter soils and manage nitrogen.

7E224RIB
Brand Blend

109

30-36,000

One of the oldest products in the Stewart Seeds lineup but
still one of the best. Avoid acres with a history of Fusarium
crown rot.

10SS457
Brand

110

10DP457 Brand,
10CV457 Brand

30-36,000

Excellent combination of stress tolerance and yield
potential. Very good disease package for north of I70 in
Ohio and Indiana.

7A837RIB
Brand Blend

112

7E833RIB
Brand Blend

28-34,000

Flex ear combined with excellent plant health. Excellent
emergence score and excellent disease package for cornon-corn acres.

11DP718
Brand

111

11SS718 Brand

30-36,000

Has shown high yield potential in 2016 and 2017 trials.

8A305RIB
Brand Blend

113

8E301RIB
Brand Blend,
S615 Brand

30-36,000

Has shown stability across yield environments and soil
types north of I70 in Ohio and Indiana.

8E623RIB
Brand Blend

113

8A625RIB
Brand Blend

30-36,000

Has shown highest yield potential in Stewart Seeds lineup
since its launch in 2013. Avoid fields with a history of
Diplodia ear and stalk rot.

5E253RIB
Brand Blend

102

04DD288
Brand

104

5A439RIB
Brand Blend

104

6E622RIB
Brand Blend

107

7E253RIB
Brand Blend

04SS288 Brand

Excellent Fit
With Management
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Not Recommended

It’s The System That Makes The Difference

Demand is Growing for the Roundup Ready Xtend Crop System
®

20 Million Acres

6 Million Acres
Planted
in 2017

Planted
in 2017

More than 40 million acres of supply of Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®
soybeans are expected to be available in 2018

Xtend Your Weed Control + Xtend Your Yield

97%

of soybean growers surveyed1 in 2017 who applied
very satisfied with weed control.

advantage with Roundup Ready
5.7
Bu/A Monsanto and University data.

®

were satisfied or

Xtend Crop System vs. LibertyLink® System in trials based on

2

Pre-Harvest Weed Control 3
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® Soybeans

PRE
Rowel® Herbicide 2oz

PRE
Rowel® Herbicide 2oz
+
XtendiMax® with
Fb POST
®
VaporGrip Technology 22oz
+
XtendiMax® with
INTACT™
VaporGrip® Technology 22oz
+
INTACT™
Fb POST
+
XtendiMax® with
Roundup PowerMAX®
VaporGrip® Technology 22oz
herbicide 32oz
+
INTACT™
+
Roundup PowerMAX®
herbicide 32oz

PRE
Rowel® Herbicide 2oz
+
XtendiMax® with
®
VaporGrip Technology 22oz
+
INTACT™
Fb POST
XtendiMax® with
®
VaporGrip Technology 22oz
+
INTACT™
+
Roundup PowerMAX®
herbicide 32oz
+
Warrant® Herbicide 48oz

LibertyLink® Soybeans

PRE
VALOR® SX
herbicide 2oz

PRE

PRE

Authority® MAXX
herbicide 6.4oz

Authority® MAXX
herbicide 6.4oz

Fb POST
Liberty®
herbicide 29oz

Fb POST
Liberty®
herbicide 29oz

Fb POST
Liberty®
herbicide 29oz
+
Zidua®
herbicide 2oz

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
1 XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology Grower Survey – August 2017- All growers surveyed were required to have 50+ acres of Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans or cotton with XtendFlex® Technology and treat at least some acres with XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology to qualify. 2 2017 Monsanto
and University Systems Trials (27 locations in 2017 reporting yield data). Significant at P ≤ 0.05 LSD of 1.6 Bu. Data as of November 13, 2017. Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System data = Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans treated with dicamba, glyphosate and various residual herbicides. LibertyLink®
system data = LibertyLink® soybeans treated with Liberty® herbicide and various residual herbicides. Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions
may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible. 3 SIU Research Farm - Belleville, IL., September 21, 2017.
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Evaluating 2017 Application Compliance
We evaluated compliance with 10 key label requirements based on applicator self-reported data.
• In 91% of the 1,222 cases evaluated to-date1, applicators have self-reported errors from one or more
label requirements checked that could have contributed to off-target movement.
2

• The fields with alleged off-target movement claims represent less than 1% of soybean fields across the U.S.
The Frequency of Self Reported Errors

Applicator Legal Requirements3

Required Buffer/
Susceptible Downwind
Crops4
Tank Mix
Boom Height
Nozzle Selection

OTHER POTENTIAL CAUSES OF OFF-TARGET
MOVEMENT INCLUDE:

Nozzle Pressure5

• Applications of products to fields in proximity to
field with reported symptomology (e.g. corn)

Application Rate

• Application equipment hygiene
• Product contamination

Wind Speed

• Use of unapproved dicamba products
• Weather conditions such as inversion

Ground Speed
Application Volume

Self-Applicator Reported Deficiencies

To help ensure for successful use of XtendiMax herbicide with VaporGrip
®

®

Technology, Monsanto is:

Tailoring our trainings based on 2017 learnings
Distributing spray nozzles at no cost
Setting up a technical support call center
Developing a spray app to help farmers avoid problematic weather conditions
Offering free flags to mark Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System fields

Enhancements to XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology label will help
®

®

farmers use dicamba even more successfully in 2018:
Now a Restricted Use Pesticide (RUP)
Mandatory annual applicator training
Expanded record keeping requirements

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
1 Applicator off-target movement inquiries as of October 26, 2017, in which complete information was available. 2 Based on Monsanto inquiries and investigations reported by State Departments of Agriculture as of August 2017.
3 Applicators may have reported one or more deficiency. 4 Includes no/inadequate buffer and applicator reported sensitive crop downwind. 5 Nozzle pressure is only evaluated if correct nozzle was reported.
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2

Visit XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com for approved tank-mix partners, nozzles and label.
DO NOT SPRAY

Dicamba Tolerant
Crop

MANDATORY TRAINING

Prior to applying, applicator must
complete dicamba or
auxin-specific training

(22 fl oz/A)
APPLICATION RATE

Apply 22 fluid ounces per acre for
any single, in-crop application in
crops with Roundup Ready 2
Xtend® and XtendFlex® Technologies

RECORD KEEPING

Certified applicator MUST keep
records for a period of 2 years

Susceptible Crop

Including Non-Dicamba
Tolerant Soybeans
and Cotton

SUSCEPTIBLE CROPS

Do not apply when wind is blowing
toward adjacent susceptible crops

Dicamba Tolerant
Crop

Downwind
Buffer

DOWNWIND BUFFER

Maintain the required label buffer
(Minimum 110 ft buffer
at 22 fl oz/A rate)

SUMMARY OF APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Application requirements for XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip®
Technology are intended to help maximize weed control with on-target
applications and minimize the potential of off-target movement.
THIS SUMMARY IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR READING
AND FOLLOWING ALL PRODUCT LABELING.

APPLICATION TIMING

Only spray between sunrise
and sunset
(DO NOT spray during an INVERSION)

3-10 mph
WIND SPEED

Apply when wind speed,
measured at boom height,
is between 3 and 10 mph
(DO NOT spray during an INVERSION)

NOZZLES

Low Volatility
Dicamba Herbicide

XtendiMax herbicide
with VaporGrip Technology
is a restricted use pesticide.

To learn more about the Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System
and educational opportunities, visit RoundupReadyXtend.com
or contact your Monsanto representative or retailer.

Use only approved nozzles
within specified pressure

GROUND SPEED

Do not exceed 15 mph
ground speed

AMMONIUM SULFATE

Ammonium sulfate and ammoniumbased additives are prohibited in
applications that include XtendiMax
with VaporGrip Technology

SPRAY VOLUME

Apply in a minimum of 15 gallons
of spray solution per acre

SPRAY SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT CLEANOUT

Ensure that entire sprayer system
is properly cleaned before AND
after using this product

SPRAY BOOM HEIGHT

Do not exceed a boom height
of 24 inches above target pest
or crop canopy.

TANK-MIX PARTNERS

Use only approved tank-mix partners.
Please refer to all product labels
to determine mix order or perform
mix compatibility test.

For best results, spray weeds that are less than 4 inches tall.
CheckOR
for and
comply with additional
local requirements
if any, on application.
FOR PRODUCT QUESTIONS
INQUIRIES
AND/ORstate
TOand
REPORT
ANY NONPERFORMANCE
OF THIS PRODUCT
AGAINST ANY PARTICULAR WEED SPECIES, CALL 1-844-RRXTEND

TM

3

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide. It is a violation of Federal and state law to use any pesticide product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology
is not registered in all states and may be subject to use restrictions in some states. Check with your local Monsanto dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state.
Individual results may vary.
Roundup Ready®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, VaporGrip®, XtendFlex® and XtendiMax® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2017 Monsanto Company. All Rights Reserved.
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What Can Cause Off-Target Movement?
Temperature Inversions
Air temperature inversions can occur when the temperature at a higher level is greater than the temperature at
a lower level. The greater the temperature difference between the two levels, the more intense the inversion.
Temperature inversions may create near-perfect conditions for small droplets to drift to non-target areas. Learning
how to recognize when a temperature inversion may develop can help applicators avoid potential spray drift.
Surface temperature inversion layer and
its effect on sprayed pesticide distribution

Decreasing air
temperature

Surface temperature inversion layer

Pesticide accumulates
under inversion layer
Spray Drift

Increasing air
temperature

Ground Surface

Air temperature inversions are common during night time hours.
Inversion Frequency for a Given Hour in June 2017 in the Midwest

6 PM 1800 CDT

9 PM 2100 CDT

4 AM 0400 CDT

7 AM 0700 CDT

Frequency (%)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

The label for XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology specifically states
do not spray in an inversion and only spray between sunrise and sunset1

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
1 Check for and comply with additional state and local requirements if any, on application.
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Proper Nozzle Selection and Boom Height
Using approved nozzles and boom height can help significantly reduce
potential spray drift distance.

Monsanto Trials Predict Effects from
Nozzle Selection and Boom Height

DROPLETS

UC

ULTRA COARSE

*

50 ft.

90 ft.

69 ft.

138 ft.

108 ft.

207 ft.

358 ft.

544 ft.

349-428

M

MEDIUM COARSE

BOOM HT. 50”

428-622

VC

VERY COARSE

BOOM HT. 20”

>622

XC

EXTREMELY COARSE

NOT APPROVED

MICRONS

NOT APPROVED

APPROVED

CATEGORY

SPRAY DRIFT DISTANCE

177-218

The label for XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology specifically states
applicators must use only approved nozzles with specified pressure.

The label for XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology also specifically states
not to exceed a boom height of 24 inches above target pest or crop canopy.

For approved tank-mix products and nozzles visit
XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com.

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
*Distance to 15% visual response were estimated from spray drift models and Monsanto field studies at wind speeds of ~10mph

5
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VaporGrip® Technology is a proprietary technology developed by Monsanto
that can help significantly reduce dicamba volatility

How VaporGrip® Technology Works
XtendiMax® herbicide
with VaporGrip® Technology

Dicamba without
VaporGrip® Technology

GRIP | V
OR

IP | VAP
GR

| VAPOR

GRIP | V
OR

VAPOR

RG
APO RIP

P|

R
APO GRI

IP | VAP
GR

In the tank there is the potential for dicamba acid (DCH)
to form in solution and create off-target movement of
dicamba through volatility after spraying

In the tank, VaporGrip® Technology reduces the formation
of dicamba acid (DCH) in solution, minimizing volatility
potential of dicamba after spraying
XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a Restricted Use Pesticide.

Monsanto is committed to enabling growers with the lowest volatility options

Relative Volatility of Dicamba + Glyphosate Combinations
(Based on published ASTM humidome methodology)

Relative Volatility

Clarity ® and DMA and acid formulations of
dicamba are not approved for in-crop use in the
Roundup Ready ® Xtend Crop System.
Honcho® Plus and Ammonium Sulfate (AMS)
are not approved tank mixes with XtendiMax®
herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology.

Clarity®
+
K salt of glyphosate
+
AMS

Clarity®
+
K salt of glyphosate

XtendiMax® herbicide
with VaporGrip® Technology
+
IPA salt of glyphosate

XtendiMax® herbicide
with VaporGrip® Technology
+
Roundup PowerMAX®
herbicide*

K salt of glyphosate tested = Roundup PowerMAX® herbicide
IPA salt of glyphosate tested = Honcho® Plus herbicide

*Specific drift reducing adjuvants (DRAs) are required when tank mixing XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip®
Technology with Roundup PowerMAX® herbicide. Approved tank-mix products and nozzles for XtendiMax®
herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology are listed on: XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com
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XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology,
is a Low Volatility Formulation

10%

10% Visual Response Rate

120

Represents non-Roundup Ready
2 Xtend® soybean plant response
associated with various air
concentrations of dicamba.

Dicamba Acid Air Concentration
(ng/m3)

100
80
60
40

10% RESPONSES:
Slight stunt apparent and margin
cupping on top expanding trifoliate.

5% Visual Response Rate
14.5

20
2.4

10.8

5.3

5%

0
XtendiMax® herbicide
with VaporGrip® Technology

Crop (.5lb/acre)
Bareground (1lb/acre)

XtendiMax® herbicide
with VaporGrip® Technology
+
Roundup PowerMAX®
herbicide1

Measured air concentration was modeled
5 meters from the edge of the field.

5% RESPONSES:
Distortion of emerging trifoliate,and
“tighter in the bud.” Slight waviness
on newer leaves.

Volatility studies show that dicamba air concentrations (from volatility) measured in actual field
trials in Texas and Georgia are insufficient to produce 5% visual response at more than 5 meters
from the edge of the field and do not result in reduced plant growth beyond treated areas.
• Under typical environmental conditions, volatile dicamba dissipates and does not build up
concentration in the atmosphere.2
• 90% of the potential volatility with XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology occurs within the
first 24 hours after application.

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
1 Based on Monsanto field volatility studies conducted at locations in Georgia, May 2015, and Texas, June 2015.
2 Typical growing conditions are defined as those in which temperature, light and water, among other inputs are suitable for plant growth.
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GROW YOUR INCENTIVES. NOT WEEDS.
Earn an additional $6/A cash back when you apply XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology,
on your Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans along with endorsed herbicides from Roundup Ready PLUS®
Crop Management Solutions.

Herbicide Recommendations
APPLICATION
TIMING

PRODUCT/RATE

INCENTIVE

32 fl oz of a Roundup® Brand
Agricultural Glyphosate Only Herbicide

BURNDOWN

+

PRE-EMERGENCE

POST-EMERGENCE

32 fl oz of a Roundup®
Brand Agricultural
Glyphosate Only
Herbicide

$

+

+

PRODUCT/RATE

22 fl oz

8 fl oz

4 pt

TOTAL
INCENTIVE

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans with

Genuity® Roundup Ready 2 Yield® soybeans

$

5.50/A

+

+

$

8 fl oz

$

32 fl oz of a Roundup®
Brand Agricultural
Glyphosate Only
Herbicide

+

4 pt

+ INTACT

6 fl oz

$

.50/A

5.00/A

6.00/A

™

8 fl oz

11.50/A

$

FOR A DIFFERENCE OF

INTACT™

8 fl oz

4 pt

3.00/A

6 fl oz

32 fl oz of a Roundup®
Brand Agricultural
+
Glyphosate Only
Herbicide

+

2.50/A

22 fl oz
4 pt

+

INCENTIVE

$

6.00/A

$

With

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.

NOW YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TOOLS TO MANAGE WEEDS AND YOUR BOTTOM LINE.
Talk to your chem retailer or visit growyourincentives.com to see

your total incentives opportunity for soybeans or cotton.

For product questions or inquiries and/or to report any
nonperformance of this product against any particular
weed species, call 1-844-RRXTEND
For additional training and stewardship information, visit
xtendimaxapplicationrequirements.com

CROP

MANAGEMENT

SOLUTIONS

A Restricted Use Pesticide

XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. It is a violation of federal and state law to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology and cotton with
XtendFlex® Technology may not be approved in all states and may be subject to use restrictions in some states. Check with your local Monsanto dealer or representative or U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency for the product registration status and
additional restrictions in your state. For approved tank-mix products and nozzles visit XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAW
to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. NOT ALL formulations of dicamba or glyphosate are approved for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans and cotton with XtendFlex® technology. ONLY USE FORMULATIONS THAT
ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND APPROVED FOR SUCH USE IN THE STATE OF APPLICATION. Contact the U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency with any questions about the approval status of dicamba herbicide products for in-crop
use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans and cotton with XtendFlex® technology.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Cotton with XtendFlex® technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, glufosinate and dicamba. Glyphosate will kill crops that
are not tolerant to glyphosate. Glufosinate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glufosinate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Contact your Monsanto dealer or refer to Monsanto’s Technology Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of
Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. This product has been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold
in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler
or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
B.t. products may not yet be registered in all states. Check with your Monsanto representative for the registration status in your state.
Roundup Technology® includes Monsanto’s glyphosate-based herbicide technologies. Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local
growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible.
Tank mixtures: The applicable labeling for each product must be in the possession of the user at the time of application. Follow applicable use instructions, including application rates, precautions and restrictions of each product used in the tank mixture.
Monsanto has not tested all tank mix product formulations for compatibility or performance other than specifically listed by brand name. Always predetermine the compatibility of tank mixtures by mixing small proportional quantities in advance.
The distribution, sale, or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited. Check with your local Monsanto dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state. Individual results may vary,
and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years
whenever possible. Rowel® Herbicide and Warrant® Herbicide are not registered in all states and may be subject to use restrictions. The distribution, sale, or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited.
Check with your local Monsanto dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state. Authority®, Bollgard II®, Genuity®, Honcho®, Respect the Refuge and Cotton Design®, Roundup PowerMAX®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, Roundup
Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready PLUS®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Technology®, Roundup®, Rowel®, VaporGrip®, Warrant®, XtendFlex® and XtendiMax® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Liberty®, LibertyLink® and the Water
Droplet Design® are registered trademarks of Bayer. Intact™ is a trademark of Precision Laboratories. Mauler™, Select Max® and Valor® are
registered trademarks of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. Intact™ is a trademark of Precision Laboratories. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.
Intact™ use rate based on 64 oz per 100 gallons and spray volume of 12 gallons/acre.
©2017 Monsanto Company All Rights Reserved.
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Legal Notes
XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is a restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and use only
by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS
FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. It is a violation of federal and state law to use any pesticide product other
than in accordance with its labeling. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology and cotton with XtendFlex®
Technology may not be approved in all states and may be subject to use restrictions in some states. Check with
your local Monsanto dealer or representative or U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency for the product
registration status and additional restrictions in your state. For approved tank-mix products and nozzles visit
XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized
in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. This product has been approved
for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this
product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals
have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits
across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product
purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered
trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL
AND STATE LAW to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. NOT ALL formulations
of dicamba or glyphosate are approved for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans. ONLY USE
FORMULATIONS THAT ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND APPROVED FOR SUCH USE IN THE
STATE OF APPLICATION. Contact the U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency with any questions about
the approval status of dicamba herbicide products for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Glyphosate
will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Glufosinate
will kill crops that are not tolerant to glufosinate. Contact your Monsanto dealer or refer to Monsanto’s Technology
Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
B.t. products may not yet be registered in all states. Check with your Monsanto representative for the registration
status in your state.
IMPORTANT IRM INFORMATION: RIB Complete® corn blend products do not require the planting of a structured
refuge except in the Cotton-Growing Area where corn earworm is a significant pest. SmartStax® RIB Complete® corn
blend is not allowed to be sold for planting in the Cotton-Growing Area.See the IRM/Grower Guide for additional
information. Always read and follow IRM requirements.
Roundup Technology® includes Monsanto’s glyphosate-based herbicide technologies. ALWAYS READ AND
FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready technology contains genes that confer tolerance to
glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Agricultural herbicides containing
glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Harness® brand products, Warrant® Herbicide and
Warrant® Ultra Herbicide are not registered in all states and may be subject to use restrictions. The distribution, sale,
or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited. Check with your
local Monsanto dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state. Acceleron®, RIB Complete®,
Roundup PowerMAX®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Technology®, Roundup®, SmartStax®,
VT Double PRO®, Warrant® and XtendiMax® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Stewart and Design™ is
a trademark of American Seeds, LLC. Climate FieldView™ is a trademark of The Climate Corporation. ILeVO® and
LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design® are registered trademarks of Bayer. Herculex® is a registered trademark
of Dow AgroSciences LLC. Cobra® and Valor® are registered trademarks of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. Respect the
Refuge and Corn Design® and Respect the Refuge® are registered trademarks of National Corn Growers Association.
©2018 Monsanto Company. ©2018 Monsanto Company. 43959011618
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2230 E. County Road 300N, Greensburg, IN 47240
1.800.365.SEED | 812.663.6899 | fax: 855.807.3209
www.StewartSeeds.com

